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WALTER JOHNSON THE BURROJAPS SHOE

You Can Depend Upon Them sr

They Have Both Made Good

I W $4

Main Store

1116-2- 2 Seventh St.

s

TIME and time again
public has come

to know they can be de-

pended upon.
It is a great relief, both

to the home team and
to local fans, when they
know that Walter John-
son is going into the box.
They are sure of one
thing their full money's

K3gfiunajaps'p1sgolibondI

worth in baseball way. is with the man who buys a BURROJAPS Shoe.-H- e

knows that he is going to get his money's worth and the BURROJAPS
Gold Bond guarantees him a new pair shoes FREE that money's worth is
not forthcoming from the pair of BURROJAPS buys.

BURROJAPS SHOES
$4.50 $5 $6

Not wear BURROJAPS as yet, is true. number is constantly increas-

ing. It some longer time thing than

Men who wear BURROJAPS that class who alive opportunities kind
who telephone and telegraph, adding machine and

writer, etc., in order to not take chances on foot-

wear because chances unnecessary. They buy BURROJAPS and
the House BERBERICH the responsibility for their footwear
satisfaction.

Years ago BURROJAPS Guarantee sounded good seemed
almost too good be true, today after of successful operation
there is no question as to bona fide value of the BURROJAPS

Guarantee. People no longer
wonder whether is good.

contrary wonder
is that unguar-

anteed footwear they
can obtain BURRO-

JAPS Guaranteed shoe for

$4.50 and $6.

ROBERT BERBERICH'S SONS Washington's Largest Most Progressive Shoe
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IH There are months m every fqir of Burt & X HJ'B2 Packard BURROJAPS uppers of BURRO- - 1

lRlo Shoe break is through, stx AKIof date purchase, we replace shoes with A PAIR tygml
JBEgg, LUTELY THE & PACKARD CO., Inc. HK
YSB Date of Sale lining 'V "
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Appeal to the Eye,
Give Comfort to

the Foot.

Branch Store

813 Penna. Avenue


